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PREFACE 
This investigation is based upon the assumption that 
a learning effect is present in a production system. The 
primary objective of this dissertation is to show that 
dynamic p~ogram.ming can be used as an effective technique 
to cope with the effects of learning as it pertains to an 
operational system. By the use of this technique, optimum 
N-stage production policies are derived that span a pre= 
determined planning period and take into account variable 
regression on the manufacturing progress function. The 
number of stages need not be specified beforehand since 
the technique also determines the optimum number of pro= 
duction quantities. 
The text of this study is somewhat theoretical and a 
basic knowledge of dynamic program.ming is helpful for its 
understanding. The Appendix contains a non-computer exam= 
ple that is also helpful in understanding the actual 
mechanics of the procedures presented in the text. For a 
rigorous development of the mathematical techniques used 
tn this analysis, it is suggested that the reader consult 
references (1) and (2) of the Bibliography. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to the members of my 
Advisory Committee: Professors W. J. Bentley, 
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P. E. Torgersen, W. J. Fabcycky, J. L. Folks, and S. E. 
Shamblin, for their helpful suggestions and guidance 
throughout my doctoral program and this investigation. 
I am also grateful to the School of Industrial Engi-
neering and Management for providing an assistantship~ 
thus making graduate study possible fer meo 
D. A. Pierce deserves special mention for suggesting 
this problem and for his helpful criticism and comments 
throughout the study. 
Also, I wish to thank Miss Velda Davis for doing an 
excellent job of typing this dissertation. Finally, my 
wife~ Stona, deserves great credit for her financial con-
tribution and role as a morale builder during this effort. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The derivation of optimum production policies under a 
learning effect gives rise to a multi-stage decision proc-
ess which may be described as follows. A system exists 
whose state at any time may be sp~cified by a vector. The 
components of this vector may be the production quantities 
of~ multi-stage decision process. Over a period of time~ 
the variables describing the system may undergo a transfor-
mation. If the transformation may be chosen~ then a deci-
sion process exists. If a sequence of decisions are to be 
made, the decision process may be called a multi-stage 
decision process. 
Multi-stage decision processes are encountered in 
investment programs in production operations, and in mili-
tary operations. In production operations, these processes 
may be found in the specific areas of sequential testing, 
inventory control, or production scheduling. A large num-
ber of these problems are of a degree of difficulty that 
precludes formal analysis. In these cases, the required 
decision must be based entirely on intuition and judgment; 
a few may be analytically treated by classical procedures. 
l 
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Each decision of a multi-stage decision process may 
be thought of as a choice of variables that will have a 
particular effect on the system. A sequence of such 
choices constitutes a policy. If all of these choices are 
considered together, a multi- s tage decision process is re-
duced to a classical problem of determining the maximum or 
minimum of a specific function. This function , which is 
developed in the course of measuring some quantitative 
property of the system, serves as a means for evaluating 
policies. 
To maximize or minimize a well behaved function does 
not seem too overwhelming as it merely encompasses taking 
partial derivatives and , hence ? t he solution of a set of 
equations. However, as the number of equations increases, 
the difficulty in obtaining a solution increases very 
rapidly. In addition, if the solution is a boundry point 
in the region of variation , then the calculus is not a 
sufficient method of analysis. This is a result of the 
fact that certain decision processes have an all or notr.ing 
characteristic about them. The result of these falacies in 
traditional analysis for the purpose of multi-stage deci-
sion processes forces the use of combinations of analytic 
and search techni ques to obtain solutions. 
Any procedure which employs a search t echnique can 
only become more difficult as the number of variables and 
equations become larger. Als o ~ any solution that simpl y 
employs enumeration is not satisfactory in that it does 
3 
not provide insight into how sensitive a system is to 
change. In modeling the particular production systems with 
which this work is concerned, a method of analysis termed 
Dynamic Programming by Richard Bellman (1) is used. Ac-
cording to Bellman (1), it is the structure of the policy 
which is essential. This means that instead of determining 
the optimal sequence of decisions from some fixed state of 
the system it is desirable to determine the optimal deci= 
sion to be made at any state of the systemo Th.ts formula-
tion allows a reduction in the dimension of the decision 
to one that is acceptable; that is, a particular stage at 
a timeo 
To illustrate this principle~· a particular problem of 
maximizing the function, 
n 
over the region Xi~ o~ ~Xi= Xis discussed. To treat i . 
this problem, it is imbeded within a family of allocation 
processes. Instead of considering a particular quantity 
of resources and a fixed number of activitiess an entire 
family of such problems,where X will range over a grid of 
positive values and n may be any positive integer~ is 
considered. The problem is given a timelike quality by 
requiring that resources be allocated to each of the ac= 
tivities fi(X1 ) one at a timeo A dynamic n stage alloca-
tion process is created by starting with fn(Xn) and 
4 
proceeding to r1(x1). 
The dependence of the maximum of P(x1 ~ 090~ X) on X n 
and n is specified by introducing a sequence of functions 
{gn(X)} defined for n = 1, 2~ ooo~ X ~ Oo Let 
over the same region 
as above. 
The function gn(X) is the maximum return from an allo-
cation of X resources ton activities. It is easily seen 
that 
g (0) = 0 n n = 1~ 2, •o•••••., 
since it is true that fi(O) = o, i = l~ 2, ···~ n, and~ 
¥X2:,0o 
It is now desirable to have a recurrence relation 
connecting gn(X) and gn_1(X) for an arbitrary n and X. 
Let Xn' O < Xn ~ X be the amount of the resource lent to 
the nth activity. Disregarding the exact value of Xn~ it 
is known that the remaining quantity of resources is used 
to obtain a maximum return from the remaining (:o - 1) 
activities. 
By definition, the maximum return from (n = l) aeti vi= 
ties starting with X - Xn resources is gn-l (X = Xn) ~ and 9 
thus., a total return resulting from allocating Xn resources 
to the nth activity is 
It is clear that the optimal choice of X is one that; 
n 
maximizes (a). This leads to the basic functional equation 
for n = l~ 2~ •. 9 • 
The Principle of Optimality (2)~ which is used to ob~· 
tain the previous functional equation~ is now statedo 
An optimal policy has the property that,whatever. 
the initial state and initial decision are~ the 
. remaining decisions must constitute an optimal 
policy with regard to the state resulting from 
the first decision. 
A direct derivation of the preceding functional equ.a .. = 
tion is as follows: 
(a) observing that 
+X =X n 
(b). It can be written 
6 
= max [max· (fn(Xn)+fn=l<x.rl=l)+ ••• +f1(x~)J 
os_xn~x x1+~+ ••• +xn_1=x-~ 
X1?_0 
= max [fn(~_) + max(fn-l (Xn_1 )+ ••• +f1 (x1))] 
O.$.~$X X1+~+9 •• +xn-l = -~ 
All of the models derived in this dissertation are 
based on this property of multi-stage decision processes. 
CHAPTER II 
AN OPTIMUM PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
UNDER THE LEARNING EFFECT 
Basically, the situation which exists under the 
learning effect is a variable production rateo Looking at 
the situation from the viewpoint of raw materials supply~ 
there is, of course, a variable demand rate. This is an 
equally important problem but is not considered hereo A 
major problem exists in determining a production schedule 
even if the demand for the finished product is constant. 
It is desirable frequently to produce until an inventory 
is built up and then terminate production until this inven-
ventory reaches a certain minimum. level~ at which time the 
cycle is repeated. In the more usual situation where the 
potential production rate is constant, this problem is 
merely a one dimensional one which consists of finding an 
economic order quantity. This technique is the classical 
introduction to total value analysis and is presented in 
many basic texts on economic analysis (4). 
When the potential production r~te is affected by 
manufacturing progress, however~ the determination of an 
economic lot size is more difficult. First~,,the·unit costs 
7 
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of production are higher at the beginning of the produc-
tion run" More important~ however~ is the fact that 
whenever production is terminated for a period of time 9 
the learning function regresses toward its i~norant state. 
It stands to reason that there must also be a balance be= 
tween the cost of carrying higher inventories and the cost 
of regression in learning. The smaller the production 
lots~ the lower the average inventory; but~then the proc-
ess must be interrupted more often causing a greater 00 loss 
of learning. 00 
Before going further into the analysis of this par= 
ticula:r problem, it is pointed out that this is only on.e 
of the many operational problems which are created by the 
learning effect. There are problems associated with raw 
materials supply~ manpower requirements 9 research and 
training programs, and many other facets of operational 
systems. In subsequent chapters~ the production scheduling 
problem is expanded to include probabilistic demand~ alter-~ 
native demand for facilities~ and the problem of inventory 
supply. 
It seems that the first thing to be attacked in ·this 
problem is, wwhat are the characteristics of the regression 
in learn1ng? 00 With some reflection~ it is seen that the 
regression is not a constant value each time the process 
is interrupted. This is because the learning per uni't 
diminishes with the number of units made. For constant 
regression~ the total learning curve including regressions 
9 
reverses itself after a certain number of units are made. 
It is assumed~ therefore 9 that the regression is re= 
lated to the absolute rate of learning at the point at 
which the interruption occurs. It is assumed that the re-
gression is equal to the amount learned during the prod.uc.-
tion, of the last M units. 
By 11 the amount learned 01 is meant the change in the 
ordinate on the manufacturing progress function. The ap= 
propriate value for Mis chosen to reflect the particular 
situation to which this analysis is being applied. 
The next immediate problem is whether the optimal lo·t 
sizes are equal, resulting again in a one dimensional 
problem~ or if they are variable~ resulting in a.n n dimen= 
sional problem -- n being the number of production runs. 
It is believed that since the regressions in learning are 
variable, the optimal lot sizes are also variable. 
In order to solve the problem for a variable lot 
size~ some predetermined finite time period is chosen ove.1:· 
which to plan productiono The approach to this var:table 
lot size problem is to determine a vector9 (Q1 9 Q2 ~ ooo~ 
~), of lot sizes which fulfill the requirements for the 
interval being filled, both the Qi O a and n being 
unknown. 
Bellman (1) points out that in this type of problem 
there exists a choice of solving one n dimensional problem 
or n one (or two) dimen.sional problems. Since the compu= 
tations involved in solving a programmin.g problem usu.ally 
10 
increase exponentially with dimension~ the alternati-ve of 
solving none dimensional problems is nearly always more 
feasible. This alternative~ termed dynamic program.ming~ 
is used here. Note also that if the problem is approached 
as an n dimensional one it is required to determin.e n 
beforehando It is found that in using the dynamic pr¢= 
gramming approach~ the optimum value of n as well as the 
Q vector is determined. 
An outline of the dynamic programming approach to 
this problem is as follows: 
Let the production quantities be Qi (i ""n~ n=l ~ ••• ~ 1) o 
X be the numb$r of units made since the 
initial unit of production. 
Y be the total number of units for which 
production is being planned. 
fn(X) be the cost of an optimal policy in 
which n orders are placed beginning 
I' 
~ with unit X and finishing Q1 with 
unit Y. 
CX(Q1) be the cost of producing and storing 
Qi units beginning at unit X until 
they are sold. 
Note that the first order quantity is~~ the next 
~=l~ and so on until Q1 • It is assumed that production 
is very rapid relative to consumption and the production 
of lot Qi-l does not begin until lot Q1 is depletedo 
r 
11 
Application of the Principle of Optimality gives~ 
·~· O"'Qm:=ny x-{cx(Q) +f._ 1(x+Q =·M)}(n,"2~ 3~ •.• ) , , - n n- n 
- n--
This functional relationship can best be explained by re= 
turning to t;he example undez• considerat.ion. 
The first step is to deter.m:i.ne an optimal tv,ro=sta.ge 
policy spanning from any unit; X until the end of the 
planni.ng period" These optimal policies a:t•e den.o'ted by 
:r2 (X)o They consist simply of the best combination of Q.1 
and Q2 which meets the demand from any point in the pla:r:1=· 
ning per:lod until the en.d of t;h.e planning per:todo When. 
starting within the planni.ng period~ it is as.sumed for 
purposes of the learning curve that enough uxdts are 
already made to meet the r.eg_ui.r.ements from the beginning 
of the period up until that timeo 
The next step is to determine the optimal three=,st,age 
poli(.des. These policies likewise span from any poin.t in 
the planning period until the end of the period. This 
determination of three-s't;age policies is -effecti Yely re·= 
duced~ however~ to the determination of two=stage polici.es 
because of the values of f 2(x) already det;ermined and t;he 
principle of optimality. This is done as follows: 
min {c (Q ) . ( Q ,:1 
"" O<Q. <Y-X X 3 + f 2 X + 3 - M) J 
- 3-
12 
The only variable which needs to be manipulated is Q~$ 
? 
since once it is determined the remaining optimal policy 
f 2(x + Q3 = M), is already known and tabulatedo 
Using the general relationship: 
This procedure is continued until fn=l (l) :$. fn ( l) ~ which 
means that the cost of the policy is not reduced by add1.::a.g 
another stageo An optimal n stage policy is now determined 
which spans from the first uni.t produced until thr:3 end of 
the planning period. 
The best, although seldom possible~ technique for de~ 
terming the optimal policies at each stage is as f'oll.ows~ 
Set 
= 
·to minimize :r2(X) with respect to Q2 o This expression is 
then used to solve: 
in order to minimize r 3(x) with respect to Q3o 
This procedure is carried out for larger values of :o. 
until the noted termination occurso The equations obtaitl.ed 
when the derivatives are set equal to zero nearly always 
become unmanageable, however~ leading one to use a search 
13 
technique to find the minimum of the functions. The pro-
cedure is as follows. Try values of Q2 for a given X 
until r 2(X) is found. Repeat this process for a grid of 
values of X and tabulate all these values. Then f 3(x) for 
the grid of X values is found from the relationship: 
by trying different values of Q3 and the tabulated values 
of f 2(x). This procedure is car~ied out until termination 
as described above. 
The specific method for solving the problem at hand 
is now outlined. The equation for the exponential learn-
ing function was derived in Appendix A and is: 
where T = time to make unit X x 
K = time to make unit one 
where N is the rate of time to make unit j to the time to 
make unit 2j for a:ny j. 
Since the direct labor costs are approximately pro-
portional to the production time per unit~ TX is replaced 
with ex, the direct labor cost of unit X, and the K is the 
direct labor cost of the first unit. For this analy~is~ 
all other production cost will be assumed constant and 
neglected. The costs which will be included are the 
direct labor costs, setup costs, and inventory storage 
costs. 
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The direct labor costs for a lot size of~ are cost 
per unit times the number of units or 
where Xis the number of the first unit in the loto 
The storage costs per unit time are expressed as a 
percentage of the average number of units stored during 
that unit of time. If this per cent is noted by C, the 
storage costs for a lot of size~ from the time it is 
received until the time it is depleted a.re: 
where dis the demand rate per unit time~ assumed to be 
constant here. The setup costs are S dollars per, order. 
As discussed before, the regression in learning from 
the time production is stopped on one order until it is 
begun again on the next is taken as the amount learned on 
the last M units. This is accounted for in the algorithm 
by moving back M units toward the origin the integral 
represen.ting direct labor cost every time production is 
interrupted. 
15 
t 2(X) is now found as follows: 
C•Cl.? X+Q.2-M C·•Q, 2 x+i~-2M . 
(x) min { .. --v2 ~ KXn 8 1 ~ KXn} f2 . = O<Q <Y-X S+zd- +L + + 2d +L, 
- 2- · X-M X+Q.2-2M 
which simplifies to: 
which is solved for a series of X values by using a search 
techniqueo 
Now to solve for f;(X): 
· X+Q.3-M 
min { C·Q\ ~· n ( )} f3(X) = O<Q, <Y-X 8+2~ + L.,, . KX + f2 X + Q3 - M 
- 3- X-M 
which is also solved for a series of X values by using the 
values of t 2 (X) that are already tabulated. This :procedure 
is carried out until the termination noted before occurs 
(see Figure 1). 
They: 
The equations fn(X) do two things in this analysiso 
lo Obtain the total production cost from the 
first unit produced to the end of the 
planning period, and 
2o They are used to obtain the values of fn_1(x) 
that are used in the functional equationso 
16 
The following derivations and illustrations serve to 
establish the role of the previous functional relationship. 
+> 
or! 
~ 
II) 
8 
.or! 
+> 
M M 
x 
M 
X+~ 
Units Made· 
M M M 
Figure l. Obtaining Structures of Optimal n-1. 
Stage Policies From Arry Point in the 
Planning Period 
y 
l 
M 
~+l 
I M I M j 
0 +O +O +l 
""n-2 "n=l "'n 
Figure 2. The Total Direct Labor Cost From 
the First Unit of Production 
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y 
To obtain the total direct lab.or cost from the fi:zist 
unit of· production: 
l+~+~-l + • o. +: ~n-(K+l)-(K+l)M L . . f(X) 
l+Q:n + ••• + Qn-K-(K+l)M 
where O .s, K .S. Ii - 1. Now to obtain fn-l (X), only the di-
rect labor cost is considered to illustrate how to obtain 
fn~1(X) from all;Y point X in the planning period. 
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X+Q ~M X+Q +Q 1-2M 
. "'.' min{L .n f(X) + L n n- f'(X) + 
X-M X+Q -2M n 
X+Q. +Q. 1+Q.n 2:...3M ··- -~ n n- -
+ L.. · f(X) + •.•• + 
X+Q +Q 1-3M n n-. 
X+Qn + ~ •• + Q,n-(K+l)-(K+2)M . -
+ I . . . . roo. 
X+Q +Q 1+ ••• + Q K-(K+2)M n n- n-
(X - M) is substituted for (1) in the equation fn(l). 
to see if the total direct labor cost equation works for 
every X as well as for X equal one. 
If (X - M) is used in fn (1) instead of (1), one obtains 
X+Q;n-M X+Q.n+Q·n-1-21'1 X+Qn+Q·n-1 +Qn=2=3M ... 
fn(X-1'1) = I ·rcx) + I f(X) + 2 . .t(-X) 
X-1'1 X+Qri-M X+Qn+~_1-3M 
X:+~+ ••• + Qn-(K+l)-(K+2)M .. .· .. 
+ ~ . . "'(X) 
·£.., J. ' .. + .... 
. X+,~+~-l + ••• + Qn-K=(K+2)M 
+ ..... 
This is the result obtained from the functional equation 
using fn(X) to obtain f n-l (X). 
19 
Now the functional equation in which f (X) is used to 
. n 
obtain fn_1(x) for any X in the planning period is checked 
to see if it gives the total direct labor cost starting 
with the first unit produced and spanning the entire 
planning period. 
To do this, substitute (1) for (X) in the functional 
equation, 
Substituting (1) for (X) gives 
min{~Q.n ·~Q·u +Q.n .... f.M 
= Q. • 'L ' ' f(X) +· £, + 
. n l l+Q -M 
, n 
l+~ +Q.~ . 1+ Q •. 2=2M L· n. n- ,i:i',.... .f'(X) 
l+Q +Q. 1· -2M 
·n .n-
Since this is the total direct labor cost obtained by 
summing the entire learning function from unit one to the 
end of the planning period, it is clear that the fv.:r,.ctional 
equation gives the desired total direct labor cost .. 
A short numerical. exBrID.ple of the optimizing proces.s 
20 
described in this chapter is presented in Appendix B~ The 
purpose of this example is to demonstrate the manner in 
which the process is carried out. For ease of computation~ 
the summation notation is replaced by integralso 
In Appendix C, a computer program for this procedure, 
along with optimum policies that arise when various loss 
of learning and storage cost are applicable, is presented. 
CH.APTER III 
AN OPTIMUM PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
UNDER THE LEARNING EFFECT 
WHEN DEMAND VARIES 
In some production processes~ it is reasonable to 
assume that demand is constanto An example of this is the 
aircraft industry where a contract specifies the number of 
aircraft to be manufactured. However, there are ind·ustrial 
situations where a learning effect is clearly present and 
the demand for the product is a random variableo A situa.""' 
tion of this nature is exemplified by the automobile 
industry. Formulation of this problem into the framewo:r.'k 
of a functional equation and a recurrence relationship is 
somewhat analogous to that of the preceding chapter except 
that now expected values are used. 
The assumption of stochastic demand makes it neces= 
sary to redefine some of the equations and symbols pre-
viously used in the following manner: 
Let X 
y 
0
.xCQi) 
be defined as in the previous ch.apte:r:· 
be defined as in the previous chapter 
be the expected cost of producing and 
storing Qi units beginning at unit X 
until they are sold. 
21 
fn(x) be the optimum expected cost of a policy in 
which n orders are placed beginning_~ with 
unit X and finishing Q1 with unit Yo 
22 
The assumption is made that after a production lot is 
completed, the process will shut down and begin again upon 
depletion of that loto 
The amount of regression Mi~ i = l~ 2, o•o, n is 
assumed to be a function of the demand over a time period 
and the amount of product produced to be used or sold in 
that periodo This is reasonable sincejif the production 
quantity is large and the demand small, a long wait is re-
quired before beginning the next production loto This 
causes a greater regression toward the ignorant state as a 
result of having been away from the process longero There= 
fore, let 
where d1 is the demand over a period of time~ pis some 
proportionality constant and Qi is the production lot to 
be dispensed during this period. 
pQ. 
The bracketed quantity [d 1] means that Mi is actually 
1 
the-greatest integer less than or equal to this amount. 
This is so that the value (X + Q1 - M1 ) in the functional 
equation r1_1(x + Q.1 - M1 ) will coincide with one of the 
grid values of X for 1 = 2, 3, 4, ••o See Figure;. 
M = 
a<q,&l 
x x+~ 
M 
n-1 
J \ 
G(Q d) 
n n 
Figure 3. An Illustration of Regression in Learning 
When Demand is a Random Variable 
The one-stage policies are formed as follows: 
C ·Q,2 .. n+l X+Q. -M C •Q,2 
~{s+--1·E(7d)+E(KX .- I 1. 1)l={s+.-.1E(1;;d)+ 
2 n+l X-Ml J 2 
n-1-l 
(A_ c)n+l_(B-C)n+l = I (N~l) A1(-l)n+1-10n+l-i _ 
. i=O 
23 
n+l 
= L cn~l)(A'.""B):1cc-1)n+l-k.cn+l-k' 0 
k=O 
C•Q.2 ntl .. 
• {s + ___! E(1/d) + .JL ~ cn+!)Qn+l (=P)ntl=k ~ 2 ·k+l~ · k l 
k:::O 
These one-stage·policies are used to compute the 
optimal two-stage policies. 
C • ~ · X+Q2-M2 
fiX) = ~2n E { S + 2a2 + if M2 Ki' + .f 1 (X+Q.2-M2)} 
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. C·~ . 
. ·~ I~{;{s + ~ E(7.d) + n!1 ·E[ (X+Q2-M2i1+l _ (X-M2)n+l J 
+ fl (X + Q2 - M2 ) }o 
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Proceeding in the same manner, the two-stage policies 
are used to determine the three-stage policieso 
. . C "Q2 X+Q3-M3 
= mQn E{s + =ia2 + I KXn + f 2<X+Q3=·M3)} 
3 . X-M; . 
• . min{ ~·Q.23 (l'd) K [< )ri+l ( )n+1]: ~ Q3. S + 2:d E ' + 'n+l E X+Q3-M3 . =;. X-M3 
+ .1'2(X+Q3-M3)} 
. n+l 
• min {s + .?~Q~ E(l'.d) + .JL. ~ cn+l)·Qk(-l)n+l-k ~ Q . . 2:d I . ll + l Li, k · 3 . 
-3 k=O . 
E(M,)n+l-k + f2(X+Q3-M3)} 
. CQ2 n+l.. . . . ... 
·"";(X) • min{s +~ E.(l1 d) K ~ cn+l)Q·n+l( P)n+l=k 
"" ~ Q , '2d O I. + n:+l £.,, . k 3 - • 3 , · . · .. k=O · 
E(l;d)n+l-k + f 2(X+Q3-M3)} • 
Proceeding ag,ain in this same manner~ the optimal n 
stage policies are determined from the functional equation: 
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The procedure is continued until fn·-l (1) .$_ .f'Ii.(l) which 
again means that the expected cost of the policy is not 
reduced by adding another stage. An optimal n stage policy 
is now determined which spans the entire production period. 
There are certain distributions which, if applicable 
as either the demand distribution or an approximation to 
it, will make the actual computations of these expected 
values and, hence, the optimal policies much simplier. 
If the demand distribution is approximated by the log 
normal distribution, then 7'd where d ....,, (log normal)~ is 
distributed as (-log normal). Then E(7'd) = -E(d) also the 
higher moments may be readily found. 
Frequently, if the demand is distributed as a Poisson 
variable, then T, the time between demand~ is distributed 
exponentially. 
T 
f 
/ 
-;; .... 
d d d d d d 
Mi is expressed as the sum of m of the independen·t 
variables, T; therefore: 
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The higher moments that are required in the functional 
equations are then found .. 
As a final example, if the demand distribution is ap= 
proximated by some form of the F distribution, that is if 
d - F(n1 ,.ii2) , then 3;;d -F( ~ ,n1 ) o In this case, the ex-
pected values in the functional equations are found from 
the generating function of a particular F distributiono 
The ease with which these functional equations a.re 
evaluated will depend on such things as the length of the 
planning period and the applicability of assuming a demand 
distribution G(d) that simplifies the finding of higher 
moments of the distribution of 7'd .. 
CHAPTER IV 
OPTIMUM POLICIES UNDER LEARNING FOR INVENTORY 
AND PRODUCTION SCHEDULING SIMULTANEOUSLY 
In this phase of the study, the problem of obtaining 
an optimum policy for ordering inventory simultaneously 
with an optimum production schedule is considered. The 
method of attack is that of reducing the dimension of the 
problem. This time,instead of reduction from an n dimen-
sional problem ton one dimensional problems,n two dimen-
sional problems are considered. 
A single commodity raw material is assumed,and it is 
suggested that if the dimension were increased at each 
stage more raw materials could be included. Situations do 
exist where a certain raw material used in a production 
process is of such importance costwise when compared to 
other raw materials used in the process that.it justifies 
application of an optimizing process on its behalf. Also, 
the instant filling of raw material o:eders and a con-
stant demand on production items is assumed. The costs 
associated with raw materials are procurement cost and 
holding cost. 
In this particular study, shortage cost is neglected. 
This is due to an assumption about raw materials in the, 
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cost model that is made later ono 
As a result of having two dimensions, instead of one 
at each stage, the functional equation differs somewhat 
from the previous ones. 
The following notation is used: 
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Let f (X,Z) be the cost of an optimal policy 
n 
given (1.) a location X on the 
learning curve and (2o) a raw 
material inventoryo 
X be the location on the learning 
curve. 
Z be the given amount of raw 
material inventoryo 
P1 (i ~ 1, 2, •• o, n) be the raw material order 
quantities. 
Q1 (i = 1, 2, o •• , n) again be the production 
quantities. 
It is assumed that the raw material concerned is eon= 
nected to the production unit in such a manner that one 
unit of production requires one unit of raw materialo The 
following schematic diagrams are helpful in describing the 
situation as it is assumed. 
For a one stage policy, there is but one choice for a 
production quantity and only one choice for the inventory 
lot other than O (see Figure 4). 
Figure 4. A One Stage Policy for 
Production Illustrating Alter-
natives for Ordering Invento:ry 
·•. 
:I 
Figure 5. A Two Stage Policy for Production 
Illustrating Alternatives for Ordering 
Inventory 
;o 
p3 = Q3 + Q2 + Ql' p2 = OlPl = O 
p3 = Q3 + Q2' p2 = O I pl:·~ 
p3 = Q3 . .I . p2 = ~ + ~' pl= O 
. 
p3 = Q3 'p2 = ~ 
. I 
pl=~ 
I I 
Figure 6. A. Three Stage Production Policy 
Illustrating the Alernatives for Ordering 
Inventory 
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These figures indicate the fact that the order quan-
tity of raw materials is restricted to be such that it 
coincides itemwise to the sum of a portion or all of the 
production lots. 
The given amount of raw materials in the functional 
equation is under a similar restriction. Z is required to 
be of the following nature: 
n 
Z = t Q1 K = 1, 2, o o., N for Ze: fn (X,Z) or Z == 04! i=K 
For example, if Z E f 3(x~Z), then Z "' Q3 + Q;2 + Q.1 ~ 
Q 3+Q.2 , Q.3 ~ or O. This eliminates shortage cost on raw 
n . 
materials o i~n Qi 1.s taken to be equal to Qn. 
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The holding cost for raw materials is a constant times 
the average amount of inventory on hand for the period 
during which a particular batch of inventory is being usedo 
If A is the constant, the holding cost for the ith stage 
of the production schedule is 
where f(Q.i) is the average amount of raw material on hand 
for the 1th production period. 
In addition to this~ if Z e: .r1 (X ,Z) > Q.1 ~ there i.s the 
additional holding cost of 
for the i th production period~ since the entire amount; 
[Z - Q.i J is carried for the 1th period. 
The procurement cost is D dollars per order. The 
following rule is implemented for procurement cost: 
The algorithm is begun by finding the one stage 
policies in the following manner: 
where Z e: f 1 (X, Z) = Q1 , O. 
These policies are used to determine the optimum two 
stage policies: 
. . min ' { C·Q~ 
f 2 ~x~ Z) = O:S,Q2:S,Y-X D + A[Z - Q2] +A.• f(Q2 ) + S + '2F'° + 
0 
X+Q2-M , I ' KXn + fl ex + Q2 = M' z + p 2- Q2)} 
X-M 
where Z e: f 2 (X , Z) = Q2 + Q1 , Q2 , O. 
-..,._"'-.... . 
Using the optimal two stage policies, the three stage 
policies are found as indicated below: 
3 
where Z e; f;(X, Z) = t Q1 , 1=1 
,z + P; ... Q3)X-M} . 
; 
o • qi~;Qi 9 o. 
The general formulation is now seen for any nu.mbez· oi' 
stages. 
. . . c. ~ 
fn (X, Z) = o.s~~~-x{D + ~: [Z - ~] + A • f(~) + s + '"'2cr'-
~ + ,;...1 + • • • + Ql 
-~+ ••• +Q.2 
Although it seems at first that the grid of values 
for Z is rather coarse, with some reflection one sees that; 
Z actually takes on all valueso This is because as X 
moves from Y to the value 1 in the planning period~ the 
production quantities Q1 take on all integer values and z~ 
defined as a sum or partial sum of a production schedule 
from X to the end of the planning period, also takes on 
all integer values·. 
This procedure is again carried out until 
At this point, the number of stages n is determined also a 
vector of production quantities an~ in addition~ a vector 
of order quantities for raw materials, all which span the 
planning period from a:n:y point X within the planning 
period. 
CHAPTER V 
OPTIMUM PRODUCTION SCHEDULES UNDER LEARNING 
, FOR TWO PRODUCTION F AGILITIES 
The incorporation of a second production process into 
the operational situation greatly enhances the realism of 
the problem of production scheduling" This means that 
facilities and manpower do not lie idle waiting for deple-
tion of a previous production quantity, but instead go 
directly to producing a different item. 
The analysis of this particular problem is carried 
out by reducing an n dimensional problem ton three dimen= 
sional problems. In this problem, it is assumed that both 
processes have a learning effect present. In addition to 
working from a point X to the end of the planning period 
under one manufacturing progress function, work is also 
started at a point W and p_roceeds to the end of the 1>lan-
ning period under a second function. Both progress func-
tions are assumed to be exponential functions of the type 
previously used and derived in Appendix A. The process 
containing the point X is called proces.s A and the proces,s 
containing the point W,process B. The assumption is made 
that there is sufficient demand for the production units 
of both processes to keep them both busy for the length of 
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the planning period, and that the work crew can run either 
production system. 
A new concern in this problem is that of running 
short or over with one product while engaged in the pro-
duction of the other. A way to overcome this is to set up 
the rule that the work crew will begin on process A, pro-
duce a certain quantity of product and then switch to 
process B while this quantity produced on A is being de-
pleted. Also, it is assumed that the demand and produc= 
tion rates of the two processes are known. The main 
problem with the rule for disallowing shortages and over-
ages is that once the production quantity for the nth stage 
is set, this automatically determines the size of the pro~ 
duction quantities in each of the successive stages for 
both processes·-- (see Figure 5). With some reflection~ it 
is evident that depending on the nature of the demand on 
production rates for the two processes, this does not nee= 
essarily allow-the desired balance between loss of learning 
and storage of finished product to be obtained. Another 
problem that result_s from the production quantities being 
determined for all the successive stages of production is 
that in deter~ining the optimum policy at the nth stage 
for a particular value of~' all of the optimum (n-l) _ 
stage policies for this ~ are not necessarily computed.o 
This fact renders the method of analysis used on the pre-
vious problems useless. Therefore, in addition to a bal-
ance between loss of learning and storage of finished 
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product~ the shortages and overages are incorporated into 
the scheme of things to obtain a satisfactory over-all 
balance of cost. 
The notation used in determining this algorithm is as 
follows. Let: 
PA be the production rate for Process 
PB be the :production rate for Process 
dA be the demand rate for finished 
product of Process A 
dB be the demand rate for finished 
product of Process B 
x be the location on the learning 
curve of Process A 
W be the location on 'the learning 
curve of Process B 
Qi (i = 1, 2, ••• , n) be a production quantity 9 which if 
begun on either process~ determines 
the schedule on both processes fo~ 
the entire planning periodo 
D1 (i = l, 2, ••• , n) be the production quantities for 
Process A· 
Qi (i ::: 1, 2, ••• , n) be the production quantities for 
Process B• 
A 
B 
fn(X, W, Qn) be the cost of an o,ptimal policy, 
when shortages and overages are 
allowed 9 given a point; X in the :Qla.n-
ning period for Process A~ a point W 
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in the planning period for Process B, 
and a beginning production quantity 
I Qn for Process A that fixes subse-
quent production quantities of both 
processes so as to prevent shortage 
or overage.(Figure 7). 
Since the actual policy will be to allow shortages 
and overages, Figure 8 will illustrate how the schedule 
appears. 
The setup cost for the two processes 1$ s1 .for Process 
A and s2 for Process Bo The storage cost for Pr·ocess A is 
and the storage cost for Process Bis 
where Hand Care constant cost per unit for each of the 
two Proc.esses B and A, respect,ively. 
The co.st associated with the shortages and overages 
is as follows: 
G dollars per unit for·units over demand for 
Proc.ess A. 
-D dollars per unit for units short of demand 
for Process A. 
E dollars per unit for units over demand for 
Process B. 
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(1) PROCESS A 
x 
(2) PROCESS B 
w y 
Figure 7o Illustration of How an Arbitrary Production. 
Quantity Qn Fixes the Entire Production Schedule f o.1r 
a Three Stage Process When Shortages and Overages 
are not Allowed 
(l) 
overage 
(2) 
~ 
d 
' A. 
shortage 
w 
PROCESS A 
shortage 11 
X+D 3 
PROCESS B 
shortai:e~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3 p'2'' Qf B A. 
3 2 
dA.dB 
'·, I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 8. Illustration of How Loss of Learning and 
Storage of Finished Items are Incorporated With 
Shortages and Overages to Obtain an Over-all 
Balance of Cost 
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-F dollars per unit for units short of demand for 
Process B. 
The symbol 6.(i = 1, 2) is defined as follows: 
1 
= -D if (Di - Qi) < 0 i = 1, 2, ... ~ n 
02 = c [Qi Q PB]) E if o1 - dA > 0 i = 1~ 2, Q O Q , 
.. ( [Qi .pBJ) 
= -F if o1 - i < 0 i ::,: 1 ~ 2, O O O ~ A 
n 
n 
The formulation of the algorithm is begun by !i.nding 
one stage policieso 
C • D2 l 
Where Land N are defined for the learning function 
of Process Bin a similar manner that Kand Mare for the 
[ Ql "PBJ learning function of Process A, and the quantity · d -
A 
is ta.lten to mean the greatest integer less than or equal 
Ol <) pB-
to ------dA 
The one stage policies are used to obtain the optimal 
two stage policies. 
which a.re now used to obtain the optimal three stage 
policies as follows: 
The general form of the algorithm is now stated as 
follows: 
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The process is continued until f'n=l (1, l ~ ~);.;, fn (l ~ l ~ ~) 
for each value of ~o The value that will be of interest 
is then the mtn{fn(l, 1, ~)}o This value is associated 
n 
with the desired n stage schedule for both :processes, 
which is the optimal policy in light of the cost considered. 
It is noted that if the value of~ is such that the 
schedule determined by it does not span the planning period 
for the two processes, then this lends weight to the 
shortage and overage cost,since the actual schedule does 
span the period and is compared stage,-by-stage to t;he 
schedule predetermined By Q.no In effect, this would rule 
out a particular value of Q.n for the Q~"l{:t\1 (1~ 1, Q.n}o For 
this reason, the only values of~ that are instrumental 
in determining the optimal schedule for the two processes 
are those values which cause t;he predetermined schedule 
closely approximate the planning period for both processes., 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation employs an analytical technique 
called dynamic programming to make possible the optimiza-
tion of n-state production systems under the effect of 
learning with variable regression. Classical optimization 
procedures, except direct enumeration~ have been unsuccess-
ful in dealing with the learning effect where variable 
regression is present. Four specific production situations 
are modeled to indicate the range of applicability of the 
algorithm. 
Chapter II deals with a constant demand production 
situation with setup cost·and storage cost incorporated 
into the model as well as the cost due to loss of learningo 
The model presented in this chapter permits an optimum n-
stage production policy on behalf of these production 
costs. 
In Chapter III the same basic model presented in 
Chapter II is expanded to include stochastic demand on the 
production item. The parameters of the model are again 
setup cost, storage cost, and cost due to loss of learning. 
In this model it is assumed that the demand distributior.1. 
is known.· Certain examples of distributions that might 'be 
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applicable as demand distributions or approximations of 
demand distributions are presented. These examples se:r·v-e 
to simplify the actual numerical work of the algorithm in 
this chapter. 
Chapter IV expands the basic constant demand model to 
include raw materials supply. The new cost introduced to 
the optimizing process by this expansion include order 
cost and inventory storage cost. The algorithm presented 
in this chapter produces an optimum n-stage production 
policy simultaneously with an optimum n-stage inventory 
schedule for a single commodity, raw material. Both of 
these policies span a predetermined planning period. 
Finally, in Chapter Va model is presented to obtain 
optimum n-stage production policies for alternate produc-
tion facilities. In the derivation of this model, ,c1rerage 
and shortage costs are incorporated so the optimum sched-
ule for the two production facilities includes the desired 
balance of loss of learning cost on two facilities= t:wo 
different setup costs~ storage cost for two different pro-
duction items, and at last overage and shortage costs for 
two production items. In this derivation the progress 
function of the two processes need not be the same. 
Each model developed encompasses a portion of the 
total operational system; that is 9 each model defines a 
system bounded by the assumptions statedo The underlying 
common link. in the models developed is the manufacturing 
progress .function, as derived in Appendix A, with va:t•iable 
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regressiono The variable regression is accomplished by 
moving back a constant M units on the abscissa each time 
the process is interrupted. This causes a variable a.m.ou...~t 
of regression on the ordinateo 
Appendix B presents a non-computer example to illus= 
trate the actual mechanics of the procedure presented i:n 
Chapter II. The procedures presented in the remaining 
chapters are carried out in a similar mannero The example 
in Appendix B is a simple case for a planning peri.od of 
five units. For the specific pa.r·ameters chosen to wox:0k 
the example, the result was a tbree=stage policy with two 
units each in the third and second stages and one unit in 
the first stage. 
Appendix C presents computer solutions to a number of 
examples~. the first being the same as the example of' 
Appendix B. Subsequent examples are presented for more 
realistic planning periods o The computer program pre~~ 
. sented may be used for further ex:peri.mentation. 
A general conclusion from this investigation is that 
dynamic programming provides a feasible means for solution 
of an n-stage production policy under a learning effect 
with variable regressiono 
A special feature of the technique presented here is 
the sensitivity analysis that is inherent in ito For 
example should it be decided to shorten the length of the 
planning period~ optimal policy structures have already 
been determined for the shortened :period. In this same 
manner for a longer planning period, it is not necessary 
to rework the entire problemo 
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After working an example by hand using integral ap= 
proximations, it was noted that while a computer solution 
using summation notation results in a generally lower 
optimum policy cost, the policy structures are exactly the 
sameo The numerical computations verify the intuitive 
conclusion that with high storage cost relative to direct 
labor cost more production stages result that when the 
converse is trueo 
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APPENDIX A 
THE MANUFACTURING PROGRESS FUNCTION 
The manufacturing progress function rests on the 
assumption that the direct labor man-hours required to 
complete a unit of production decreases by a constant per= 
centage each time the production quantity is doubled. 
This empirical relationship between direct labor man-hours 
per unit and the quantity of units produced was first 
noted and accepted by the aircraft industry o It was :r•ec-
ognized that the labor hours required to build an airplane 
declined quite regularly as more such airplanes were builto 
A typical rate of improvement in the aircraft indus-
try is twenty per cent between doubled quantitieso This 
is expressed as an eighty per cent progress curve and 
means that the direct labor man-hours required to build 
the second aircraft are eighty per cent of those required 
to build the first. The fourth aircraft requires eighty 
per cent of the man-hours that the second required~ the 
eighth requires eighty per cent of the fourth, and so 
forth. Since the production quantity is doubled in each 
case for the given percentage improvement to occur~ the 
rate of improvement, in relation to time, is actually 
diminishing. 
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The development of the unit formula (3) for a prog-
ress function is begun by assuming that the following 
relationship is applicable: As the quantity of units pro-
duced is doubled, the number of direct labor man-hours 
required to produce each of these units is reduced bY--1!: 
constant percentageo 
Let: 
X = the number of units produced, counting from 
the first unito 
Yx = the number of direct labor man-hours re-
q,uired to produce the xth unit. 
K = the number of direct labor man-hours re-
quired to produce the first unit o (Yx = K 
for X = 1, the 18 t unit.) 
N = the per cent improvement expressed as a 
positive rather than a negative slope, 
e.g., for an eighty per cent progress 
curve, N = 0.80. 
N -
n = logl0/logl02. 
A general equation for Y and X may be developed as 
follows: 
Yx = KNO where x = 20 
Yx 1 where x 21 = KN = 
Yx= KN2 where x = 22 
Yx = KN; where x = 23 
and thus, 
t Yx = KN where 
Taking the common logarithms of both equations gives 
log Yx = log K + t log N and log X = t log 2o 
Solving both equations fort, 
log Yx - log K 
t = log N and t 
Equating the result gives 
log Yx - log K 
log N 
= log X 
log 2 
= log_ X 
log 2 • 
(log Yx - log K)(log 2) = log X log N 
log Yx - lo.g K = log X log N log 2 ° 
By definition. n = log N. therefore 
· log 2' ~ 
log Yx - log K = n log X 
y 
log/= n log Xo 
Taking the antilog of both sides, 
n Yx = KX. 
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This progress function is used for the analysis pre-
sented in th.is dissertation. It is mentioned, however~ 
that th.is presents no loss of generality as there is 
nothing unique about this function that restricts the 
techniques applied here to it in particularo 
APPENDIX B 
A NON-COl"IPUTER SOLUTION 
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APPENDIX B 
A NON-COMPUTER SOLUTION 
The following example serves to illustrate the mar.mer 
in which the algorithm described in Chapter II is carried 
out. For ease of computation~ integral approximations are 
used instead of summation. The planning period is chosen 
to be five uni ts long and an eighty-one per cent exp,o·-
nential manufacturing progres.s function is assumed. 
The variables previously described in Chapter II a.re 
assumed to have the following values: S = 10~ C = 10., 
K = 2, M = 1, d = 1, n = -o3o The optimizing process is 
begun by finding the optimal two stage policies from ea~h 
point in the planning period to the end of the planning 
period. The only quantity that is manipulated is ~2• The 
quantity Q.1 is automatically ~et when Q.2 is choseno 
The quantity c4 (Q2) is the cost of producing and storing 
Q2 uni ts beginning at uni.t 4 until they are sold. It is 
found in the following_manner: 
c .. Q2 X+Q2-M 
C4(Q2) = 8 + 2.i + f . KX:ndx -,, 
X-M 
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The quantity t 1(4+Q2-l) is the cost of a one stage 
policy_ from the point (4+Q2) to the end of the planning 
period. It is found as follows: 
but X = (4 + Q2 = 1); therefore, 
2 4+Q-:, +Q1··. =2 
CoQ f a::. - :; 
fl (4+Q2-l) = S + 2• f + KX= 0 dX 
4+Q2-2 
4+Q2+Q1 =2 . -· -
2 f x= 0 -'dx. 
4+Q2=2 
f 2(4) is now found by manipulating Q2• 
4+1-1 -
10 + 5 o 12 + 2 f I x- o 3a.x 
4-1 
4+1+1-2 
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+ 10 + 5.12 + 2 f x=·3a.x = 32.s 
/ 
4+2-l . 
10 + 5.22 + 2/ x=o3a.:x: 
4-1 
4+1=2 
4+2=2 . 
+ 10 + 5.0 + 2£- x=·3dx = 42.66 
+2=2 
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4+0-l · 
10 + 5. 02 + 2 J x- • 3 a.x 
4-1 
4+0+2-2 . · 
+ 10 + 5 0 22 + 2 f x- 0 3a.x >· 40 
4+0-2 
This means that f 2(4) = · 32.s, · Q.2 = 1., Q.1 = l. 
The two stage policies are now found from the point 
X = 3, or the third 1,l.D.it of production until the end of 
the planning period. 
3+0-l - 3+0+3-2 . 
10 + 0 +J f(X)dX + 10 + 5 0 ~ I f'(X)dX = 69 .2 
3-1 3-2 
Q2- = l 
. 3+1-1 . 3+1+2-2 
r 2(3) .= min' 10 + 5.12° +J f(X)dX + 10 + 5.22 +J f(X)dX 
3-1 3+1-2 
= 49.60 
3+2-l . 3+2+1-2 
10 + 5.22 + f f(X)dX + 10 + 5.1 +/ f(X)dX 
3-1 3+2-2 
= 49.26 
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3+3-l . 3+3+0-2 
l0+5o32 +/ f(X)d.X+l0+5o0 +]. f(X)d.X 
f 2(3) = min 3-1 3+3-2 
> 50. 
This means that :e2(3) = 49026, Q2 ;,, 2, Q1 = 1. 
The same procedure is carried out from the points 
x = 2 and X = l, and yields the results 
f2(2) = 65o0 Q2 = 2 Ql = 2. 
f2(l) = 9lo30 Q,2 :::,: 3 Ql = 2o 
f 2(1) is now compared to r 1 (1) to see if the additional 
stage is feasible. 
. 1+5 
f 1 (1) = 10 + 5.52 + I f(X)dX = 141085. 
l 
Since t 2 (1)_ < t 1 (1), a two stage policy is more 
desirable than a one stage policy.· The cost of a three 
stage policy is now computed from each point in the plan-
ning period. 
3+0=1 . 3+0+2=2 
10+5.o+/. f(X)dX+l0+5.22 +/ f(X)dX 
t 3(3) = min 
3-1 3+0-2 
. 3+0+2+1-3 . 
+ 10 + 5.12/ f(X)dX = 59.6 
3+0+2-3 
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Q3 = l 
3+1-1 3+1+1-2 
10 + 5.12 + f f(X)d.X + 10 + 5.12 
3-1 
+ J f(X)d.X 
3+1-2 
min 
3+0+2+1-3 
+ 10 + 5.12 + J .f(X)d.X = 49.6 
3+0+2-3 
3+2-l . 3+2+1-2 
10 + 5o22 + f f(X)dX + lQ -+ 5ol+J f(X)dX 
3 ... 1 3-2 
3+2+1-3 
+ 10 + 5.12 + f .f(X)dX > 50. 
3+2+1--3 
This means that f;(3) = 49.6 1 Q3 = 1, Q2 : 1, Q1 = 1. 
The optimum three stage policy is now computed from 
the point X = 2 to the end of the planning periodo 
It is noted that the only quantity that is manipulated 
is Q3• For instance, in the preceding calculations when 
Q3 is set equal to 1 this sets X = 3 in the planning period. 
and the structure of the optimal two_ st~ge policies from 
X = 3 determines that Q2 = 2 and Q1 = lo 
In this same manner r 3(1) is determined. 
f3(l) = 82.65~ Q3 = 2~ Q2 = 2, Ql = lo 
Since r 3~1) < r 2(1), this means that a third stage is 
feasible. 
The four stage policies are computed in a simi.lar 
manner and found to be: 
f4(2) = 66 Q4 = 1., Q3 = 1~ Q2 = l, Ql 
f4(l) = 83.55 Q4 = 2~ Q3 = l~ Q2 = 1., Ql 
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= 1 .. 
= lo 
Since f4(l) > f3(l), this means that an optimal policy 
spanning the production period consist of three stages and 
is now determinedo The policy is Q3 = 2, Q2 = 2~ Q1 = 1, 
and f 3(l) = 820650 
APPENDIX C 
SOLUTIONS BY A DIGITAL COMPUTER 
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APPENDIX C 
SOLUTIONS BY A DIGITAL COMPUTER 
A Fortran program for the algorithm derived in 
Chapter II is presented in this Appendixo The program is 
compatible to any IBM 1410 digital computer that use.s the 
PR-155 operating system. This program was written for an 
eighty-one per cent progress functiono To revise it to a 
specific function entails changing the statements (AX**3) 
to (AX**n) whe:rte n reflects the desired manufacturing 
progress function. Also, the constant amount M that is 
moved back on the abscissa each time the process is inte·r= 
rupted is chosen to be one in this programo This may be 
revised to a suitable M by changing the limits of the do 
loop after statement 00041 from ISA= Q(2,X)-V-l to ISA= 
Q(2,X)-V-M and lST = Q(2,X)+Q(I,INT)-V-l to IST = Q(2,X)+ 
Q(I,INT)-V-M. The statements lSA and lST after statement 
00039 are changed in a similar manner. 
The statements ISA= X-IV and lUP = A(N,X)-V after 
.statement 00021 may be changed to ISA= X-IV(M) and lUP = 
A(N,X)-V(M) to be compatible to a chosen Mo Also, after 
statement 0051, ISA= Kl+l and IST = IST+X-(Kl+l) may be 
changed to ISA= (Kl+l)M and IST = IST+X-(Kl+l)M for a 
general Mo 
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Format statement 00100 refers to the input and indi-
cates ten columns with four decimal places for each param-
eter. Format statement 00300 is a carriage control 
statement and brings the carriage back to the beginning of 
a page for the print out of each solution. Format state-
ments 00301, 00302, 00303 are print out statements and 
result in a print out of the type shown in the following 
examples. Format statement 00310 results in the print out 
of parameter values preceding each solution. 
The data is punched on standard eighty column IBM 
cards in the following manner: 
Variable 
s 
c 
y 
D 
K 
Columns 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31=40 
41-50. 
Four decimal places are allowed in each field and a deci-
mal place occupies one position. 
The following illustration is a flow diagram that 
demonstrates the general logic of the program. 
Four computer solutions to examples are presented~ 
with Example One being the non-computer example presented 
in Appendix B solved by the program in this Appendix. The 
particular set of variables to which a solution aJ?plies is 
listed abov~ the columns headed F(NX) 'j Q(NX) ·~ Ql, 
Stop 
Find and Store 
r2 (X) 
X=X-6X 
X=l I 
" 
n=3 
I 
Find and Store 
fl'l (1) 
X>l 
Find and Store 
f (X) 
n 
X>l 
I X=l 
Flow Diagram of Algorithm 
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• 
n=n+l 
FORTRAN LISTING 
INTEGERX,AY,XNQ,XJ 
REALK . 
1410-F0-970 
00100 
00300 
00301 
00302 
00303 
00310 
00312 
00313 
01000 
DIMENSIONY216,ll11Y31~1ll17J,Al6111t,~16,ll) 
FORMATIF10.4;Fl0~4,,l0.4,Fl0.4~Fl0o4I 
:g:::~:~~!!16,3X11P~20~8) 
FORMAtllOX,16,3X,lP2f20~8) 
FORMAJllOX,16,3X;lP3E20.81 
FORMAT'.C3H S=,F8.2,31f ·C•,F8~2,3H Y'!'.,F8 .• 2,3H D=i,f8.2 13H K=,F8.2) 
FORMAT! 5X,2HN•,141 .. 
FORMATJ//15X,1HX•l3X,5HFINXJ;1sx,5HQINXl,15X,3H Ql,/) 
WRITE13,lOOI . . . 
READll,lOOIS,C,Y,0 1 K 
IFIS.EQ.999.ICALLEXIJ 
hRJTE13,3lOIS,C,Y,0,K 
WRITEl3,3l31 . 
Y211,ll•S+IIC•IY-l.1••21112.•Dll+IK/.632l•IIY••.6321-l.) N=2 . . . . 
WRJTE13,3121N 
X•Y· 
00.005 J=O 
Y212,XJalOOOO.O 
00001 At2,Xl•J .. 
AX•X . 
. All,Xl=Y-IA12,~l+AXI 
V=l• 
IFIX.EQ.llV•O.O 
IV=\/ 
ISA•X-IV 
I ST•.A IN ,X 1-V 
IST=IST+X 
SUM .. o.o 
JX=X 
0039X•iSA,JST 
AX•X . 
SUM•SUM+ll.ilAX••31) 
00039 CONTINUE 
X= IX . 
. SUMl•O.O 
ISA•Al2,XI-V-l. 
ISA•JSA+X 
JST=A12,Xl+All,X)-V-l. 
JX=X 
0040X:= I SA , IS J· 
AX=X . 
SUMl•SUMl~ll•IIAX••lll 
00040 CO,H INIJE . t. 
X•IX , . 
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Y312,X,J+ll•S+IC•1At2,Xl~Al2,Xll/12.•D!>+K•SUM+S+IC•IA11,Xl•All,Xll/12.•Dll+K•SUM1 
JFIV312,X,J+ll.GE.V2i2,X)IGOTOll. . 
V212,Xl~V312,X,J+ll . 
Q12,X)=A12,XI 
FORTRA~ LlSTING 1410-F0-970 
INT=Q12,XI 
INT=INT+X 
Qll,INTl=All,JNTI 
AY=Y 
00004 JFIJ-IAY-XI.GE.OIGOT08 
J=J+l 
GOTOl 
00011 Q12,Xl=A12,Xl-lo· 
AX=X . 
INT=Q12,XI 
INT=INT+X 
Qli,INTl=Y-IQ12,Xl+AXI 
00008 V=lo. 
IFIX.EQ.llV=O.O 
IV=V 
ISA=X-IV 
IST=Q12,XI-V 
IST=IST+X 
SUM=O.O 
IX=X 
0041X=ISA,IST 
AX=X 
S~M=SUM+ll./lAX••311 
00041 CONTINUE 
X=IX 
SUMl=O.O 
ISA=Ql2,x1-v-1. 
ISA=ISA+X 
INl=Q 12, XI 
INT=INT+X 
IST=Q(2,Xl+Qll,INTI-V-lo 
IX=X 
0043X=ISA 1 IST 
AX=X 
SUMl=SUMl+ll./lAX••3ll 
00043 CONTINUE 
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X=IX 
Y212,Xl=S+IIC•IQl2 1 Xl•Q12,Xlll/12.•Dll+K•SUM+S+IIC•IQ11,INTl•Q11,INTlll/t2.•Dll+K•SUM1 
WRITEC3,303IX,Y212,Xl,Qt2,Xl,Qll,INTI 
X=X-1. ' 
IFIX.LE.OIGOT012 
GOTOS 
00012 1FlY212,ll.LT.Y211,lllGOTOl5 
WRITE13,3011X,Y211,ll 
GOTOlOOO 
00015 N=N+l 
WRITEl3,3121N 
X=Y 
00024 J=O 
Y21N 1 XlslOOOO.O 
00021 AIN,Xl=J 
J XX=X 
FORTRAN LISTING 
SUMBN=o.o 
NA=N 
XJ-=X+J 
V:1. 
IF Ix. EQ.1) V-=O .o 
SUM=O.O 
IV=V 
ISA=X-IV 
IUP=AIN,XI-V 
IST=IUP+X 
IX=X 
DOHX=ISA,IST 
AX=X 
SUM=SUM+ll./lAX••311 
00037 CONTINUE 
14.10-F0-970 
X=IX 
BN•S+IC•IAIN,Xl•AIN,Xlll/12.•Dl+K•SUM 
SUMBN=SUMBN+BN 
INT=AIN,XI 
X=X+l NT 
N=N-1 
IK=K 
Kl,.IV 
00051 ISA=Kl+l 
ISA=X-ISA 
SUM=O.O 
IX=X 
IST=QIN,XI 
IST=IST+X-IKl+ll 
0046X=ISA,IST 
AX=X 
SUM=SUM+ll./lAX••311 
00046 .CONT I NUE 
X=IX 
BN=S+IIC•IUIN,Xl•QIN,Xlll/12.•Dll+K•SUM 
SUMBN=SUMBN+BN 
INT=QIN,XI 
X=X+INT 
N=N-1 
!<l=Kl+l 
IFIN.GE.11GOT051 
N=NA 
X=IXX 
Y31N,X,J+ll=SUM8N 
IFIY31N,X,J+ll.GE.Y21N,XIIGOT018 
~21N,Xl•Y31N,~,J+ll 
QIN,Xl=AIN,XI 
AY=Y 
IFIJ-IAY-XI.GE.OIGOT020 
J=J+l 
GOT02l 
00018 QIN~Xl•AIN,Xl-1. 
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FOR TRAN LISTI NG 
00020 CONTINUE 
WRITEl3,3021X,Y21N 1 Xl 1 QIN,XI 
IF1X-t.LE.OIGOT023 
'00022 X•X-l 
GOT021t 
00023 IFIY21N,lf.LT.Y21N~l,lllGOT025 
WRITE13,3021X,Y21N-l,11,QIN-l,ll 
GOTOlOOO 
00025 AY=Y 
IFIN-IAY-ll.LT 0 01GOT028 
WRITE13,3021X,Y21N,11,QIN,11 
GOfOlOOO 
00028 N=N+l 
WRITE 13, 3121 N 
X=Y 
G0f024 
END 
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EXAMPLE ONE 
S• 10.00 C• 10.00 Y• 6.oo D= 1.00 Ka 2.00 .. 
x FCNX> QCNX) Ql 
N• 2. 
6 2e00849890E .Ol .ooooooooe-oo .ooooocooe-oo 
5 2.5ll62390E 01 1.ooooooooe co . .ooooooooe-oo 
.4 3.0l793980E Ol 1.09ooooooe oo 1.ooooocooe oo 
3 4~54293980E Ol 2. 00.000000E 00 . 1.ooooooooe oo 
2 6.25740740E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 2.ooooooooe oo 
1 8.74606480E 01 3.00000000E 00 2.ooooooooe oo 
N= 3 
6 3.0l213240E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
S· 3.51525740E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
4 4.02847220E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
3 4.59722220E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
2 6.29722220E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
l .7.77847220E 01 2.ooooooooe 00 
N= 4 
6 4.03713240E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
s 4~54025740E 01 1.cooooooo1: oo 
4 5.05347220t: 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
3 S.62222220F 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
2 6.90000000E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
I 7~82962960E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
l 7. 7784 7220E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
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EXAMPLE TWO 
S= 10.00 C= 5.00 V= 11.00 D= 1.00 K= 25.00 
x FINXI QINXI Ql 
N= 2 
11 2.00592930E 01 .ocooooooe-oo • OOOOOOOOE-00. 
10 2.25935860E 01 1.oocoooooe oo .ooooooooe-co 
9 .2.51319490E 01 1.ooooooooE oo 1.ooooooooe co· 
8 3.26946000E 01 · 1.ooooooooe oo 2.ooocooooe oo 
1 4.0J103410E 0.1 2.ooooooooe oo 2.ooooooooe oo 
6 5.30043670E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 3.00000000E 00 
5 6. 58949920E 01 3.00000000E 00 3.00000000E 00 
4 8.43209170E 01 4.00000000E 00 3.0000COOOE 00 
3 le05073030E 02 4.00000000E 00 4.0000CCOOE 00 
2 l.52645910E 02 5.00000000E 00 4.0000CCOOE 00 
l 1. 7.5229030E 02 5.00000COOE 00 s.oooccoooe oo 
N= 3 
11 3.01oa1210E 01 .OOOOOOOOE-00 
10 3.26424140E 01 1.oooococoE oo 
9 3.52150700E 01 1.oocoooooe oo 
a 3a78651420E 01 1.ooooocooe oo 
7 4o54808830E 01 2.oooocoooe oo 
6 5.33147090E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
5 6.l3324470E 01 2.ocooooooe oo 
4 . 7.475B3730E 01 3.00COOOOOE 00 
3 9.07853700E 01 3.00COOOOCE co 
2· l .290.l 129CE 02 3.0COOOOCOE 00 
1 l.45692540E 02 4.0COOOOCOE co 
N= 4 
11 4.01810070E 01 .ooooooooe-co 
10 4.27153COCE 01 1.ccooooooe oo 
9 4.52879560E 01 1.occooocoe oo 
8 4a79380280E 01 1.ccooooooe 00 
7 5.07545080E 01 1.oooocoooe oo 
6 5.845450BOE 01 2.cooooooue oo 
5 6.64722460E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
4 7.54272820E 01 2.ooocoooue oo 
3 8.70530920E 01 2.ocoooocoe co 
2 l.24553080E 02 3.000CCOCOE 00 
l l.366999lOE 02 3.00000000E co 
N• 5 
11 5.02967470E 01 .oooocoooe-oo 
10 5.28310400E 01 1.oooccoooe oo 
9 5. 54036960E 01 · 1.ccooooooe 00 
8 5.80537680E 01 1.oooccoooe oo 
1 6.08702480E 01 1.ooooocooe oo 
6 6.40787000E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
5 7.l9693250E 01 2.ooocoocoe oo 
4 8.06701350E 01 2.ooocooooe 00 
3 9.22959450E 01 2.oooooooue 00 
2 l.28806010E 02 2.ooooooooe oo 
1 lo36104010E 02 2.ooooooooe 00 
N= 6 
11 600496747.0E 01 .oooocoooe-,oo 
· Hi 6.30310400E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
9 6.56036960E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
8 6.82537680E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
.7 7.10702480E 01 1.ooooocooe 00 
.6 7.427B7000E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
5 7.85437500E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
4 0.6969~75(,)E 01 2.ocooooooe 00 
3 9.83206000E 01 2-.ciOOCOOOOE 00 
2 l.34280890E 02 2.ooooooooe 00 
l 1. 413468 70E 02 2.ooooooooe 00 
l l.36104010E 02 2.oococoooe co 
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EXAMPLE THREE 
S• 10.00 C== 5.00 Y= 11.00 O= 1.00 K= 50.00 
x FINXI Q(NXI Ql 
N• 2 
11 2.0ll85870E 01 .ooooooooe-oq •. ooocooooe-oo 
10 2o26871740E 01 1.ooooooooe oo .ooooooooe-oo 
9 2.52638990E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 1.ooooooooe oo 
8 3.28892000E 01 1.oooocoooe oo 2.ocooooooe oo 
7 4.06206820E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 2.ooooooooe oo 
6 S.35087350E 01 2.ocooooooe oo 3.00000000E 00 5 •, 6.67899850E 01 3.00000000E 00 3.00000000E 00 
·4 8o61418360E 01 4.ooooooooe oo 3.00000COOE 00 
3 l.iOH6060E 02 4.ooooooooe oo 4.ooooooooe oo 
2 i.82791830E 02 s.ooooooooe oo 4.00000000E 00 
l 2.05458070E 02 s.ooooooooe oo 5.000COOOOE 00 
N• 3 
li · 3.Q2162430E 01 .OOOOOOOOE-00 · 
10 3.27848300E ·01 .1 .. ooooooooe oo 
9 3.54301420E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
8 3.823021140E 01 1.000000:00E 00 
.7 4.59617660E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
6 S.41294l80E 01, 2.ooooooooe oo 
s 6.26648950E 01 2.ocooooooe oo 
4 7.70l6.7470E 01 3 0 00000000E 00 
3 9.65707420E 01 3.00000000E 00 
2 l.60522':>90E 02 3.0COOOOOOE 00 
1 l.76385090E 02 4.00000000E 00 
N= 4 
11 4.03620150E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
10 4.29306020E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
9 .4.55759l40E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
8 4. 83 76056.0E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
1· S.l5090l60E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
6 5.94090160E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
5 6.79444930E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
4 7.83545670E 01 2.ocooooooe oo 
3 9.410bl870E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
2 l.566061110E 02 3.00000000E 00 
l l.68399840E 02 3.00000000E 00 
N= 5 
11 5.05934960E 01 .OOOOOOOOE-00 
10 5.316201130E 01 l.OOOCCOOOE 00 
9 S.58073950E oi i.ooooooooe oo 
8 5.86075370E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
·7 6.i7404970E 01 1.ooccooooe oo 
6 6.56574050E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
5 7.39386550E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
4 8.38402750E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 
3 9.95918950E 01 2.ococooooe oo 
2 t.62091890E 02 3.00000000E 00 
1 l.69737660E 02 3.00000000E 00 
1 i.68399840E 02 3.0COOOOOOE QO 
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EXAMPLE FOUR 
·s= 10.00 C• 10.00 Y= 11.00 ·o= 1.00 K= 500.00 
·x FCNX) QCNX) Ql 
N= 2 
11 2.11858710E 01 .ooooooooe-oo .ooooooooe-oo 
10 2.687J. 7"tl01: ..IJ. l.iJ,JOOOOOuE 00 .ooooooooe-oo 
9 3.26389950E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 1.ooooooooe oo 
8 4.88920130E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 2.ooooooooe oo 
7 6.62068280E 01 · 2.ooooooooe oo 2.ooooooooe oo 
6 9.50873540E 01 2.ooooooooe oo 3.00000000E 00 
5 l.27899850E 02 3.00000000E 00 3.00000000E 00 ,, l•8lltl8370E 02 4.00000000E 00 3.00000000E 00 
3 2.81460630E 02 4.00000000E 00 1t.ooooooooe oo 
2 8.2791831tOE 02 s.ooooooooe oo 4.QOOOOCOOE 00 
1 8. 74580770E 02 5.ooooooooe oo s.000000001: oo 
N= 3 
. 1 i 3.21624330E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
10 3.78483040E. 01 1.oooocoooe 00 
9 4.43014280E 01 1.ocooooooe 00 
8 5.23028640E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
1 6.96176790E 01 2.ooooooooe 00 
6 9. l2941830E 01 2.ooooooooe 00 
s l.16648950E 02 2.000000001: 00 
4 le60l67470E 02 3.000000001: 00 
3 2.55707420E 02 1.ooooooooe 00 
2 7.90707410E 02 4.00000000E 00 
l 8.13851010E 02 4.00000000E 00 
N= . ,, 
li 4.36201580E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
10 4.93060290E 01 i.ooooooooe oo 
9 5.57591530E 01 1.oocoooooe oo 
8 6.37605890E 01 1.ooooooooe oo 
1 7.50901600E 01 i.ooooooooe oo 
6 9.40901600E 01 2.oooooooue co 
5 1,19444930E 02 2.ooooooooe 00 
It i.62963450E 02 3.0COOOOOOE 00 
3 2.51045670E 02 1.ocooooooe oo 
2 7.86045660E 02 1t.ooooooooe oo 
i 7.99479950E 02 4.oooocoooe oo 
N• 5 
11 5.59349720E 01 .ooooooooe-oo 
10 6;.l6208430E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
9 6.80739670E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
8 7.60754030E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
1 8.74049740E 01 1.ooooooooe 00 
6 l.06404970E 02 2,00000000E 00 
5 l. 29386560.E 02 2 •. ooooooooe 00 
4 1·68402760E 02 2.oooooooce 00 
3 · 2.55902750E 02 3.ooooooooe· 00 
2 7.909027_401: 02 4.000COOOOE 00 
l 8e02275930E 02 4,00000000E 00 
i 7.994799501: 02 4.ooooooooe 00 
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The solutions are under these headings. The numbers 
noted by Nin the left hand column refer to the number of 
a given stage, and the numb~rs listed under the column 
headed x refer, to particular units in the planning periodo 
The last value under the column headed F(NX) is the 
optimum N stage policy. To find the value of N, search 
the F(NX:) column at the points where X = 1 until this num-
ber is found; N is then read from the left hand column. 
The number listed under the column QNX is the produc-
tion quantity for the Nth stage. In the solution for 
Example One where the inputs are S. = 10; C = 10; Y = 6; 
D= l; K = 2, the optimum production policy is found as 
follows: N i.s found to be 3, and Q(3,J..) = 2. This sets 
X = 3 in the planning period and N = 2; Q(23) = 2; Ql is 
read directly across from Q(23), Ql = 1. This gives a 
production policy of Q(31) = 2, Q(23) = 2, Q(l) = 1, which 
spans the planning period of five production units. The 
cost of this policy is F(3,l) = 77.784. 
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